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Abstract. This paper intends to present an overview of the evolution of
performance evaluation since its first steps the Erlang works for modelling
telephone networks, based on simple queues until the present current challenges
in Green ICT that will require the development of new paradigms and
mathematical tools, and rapidly passing across the modelling works of
Khintchine and Pollaczeck; Jackson; Baskett, Chandy, Muntz and Palacios;
Buzen; Reiser and Lavenberg; and many others, and benchmarking standards
that have produced solutions to the problems appearing in these hundred of
years. Finally, we analyze some of the challenges of computer performance
evaluation appearing today, mainly those related to the energy consumption and
sustainability, globally known as Green ICT.
Keywords: Performance evaluation of telephony. computer systems and
communication networks. Performance modelling. Queuing theory. Queuing
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1 Introduction
It is well known that you cannot manage what you cannot measure and also that
before installing a complex system it is better to have an estimation of what will be its
performance behaviour. In the domain of information and telecommunication
technologies (ICT), the first case of application of the rules of thumb we mentioned
was based on the Erlang works on queuing theory to plan the capacity of the
telephone system [1], [2], [3]. Since then a lot of techniques and tools have been
developed for predicting the behaviour of ICT systems. These techniques have
evolved to be able to tackle the new challenges that have appeared during the last
hundred years.
This paper is organized as follows: in the next section the first works of Erlang
applied to telephone systems are presented. Section 3 rapidly explores the
improvements of the queuing theory experienced until the moment in which computer
appears. Section 4 reviews the different models and benchmarks developed to predict
the performance of computer systems. In section 5 models and benchmarks developed
for communications systems are presented. Section 6 presents the evolution of

operational drivers of success for systems and how Performance Engineering is
evolving through these drivers. Section 7 presents the challenges of analyzing the
performance of new types of ICT systems or more precisely the challenges of new
concepts in performance evaluation. And finally section 8 concludes.

2 Erlang Works
Even if the works of Andrei Andreyevich Markov obtained his results on Markov
chains (refined later by Norbert Wiener) before those of Agner Karup Erlang, we
prefer to start our history with Erlang because his works are more related to ICT
systems. Erlang was a Danish mathematician that worked for long time at the
Copenhagen Telephone Company where he had the opportunity to analyze the
phenomena related to the new invention that was the telephone. Among his works
they are specially important the analysis allowing to represent the telephone
communications like a Poisson distribution [1] and the determination of how many
circuits were needed to provide an acceptable telephone service (B and C Erlang
formulae) and how many telephone operators were needed to handle a given volume
of calls [2], [3]. It is necessary to remember that at the beginning of the twentieth
century human operators and cord boards were used to switch the telephone calls by
means of jack plugs. The main limitation of the Erlang works is the assumption that
both the service time and the interarrival time should be exponentially distributed.
These results were intensively used for more than sixty years.
However, Erlang was not a pure researcher but a hands-on one. To verify his
assumptions he did not refuse to conduct measurements that obliged him to climb into
street manholes. He can be considered as the father of the queuing theory and the
performance evaluation of ICT systems. He was also an expert in the history and
calculation of the numerical tables of mathematical functions, particularly logarithms.
He devised new calculation methods for certain forms of tables.

3 Other Advances before the Computers
The next important result in queuing theory came from two mathematicians that
simultaneously break one of the limitations of the Erlang assumptions: the service
time could have any type of distribution. This result was obtained in 1930 by the
Austrian-French Félix Pollaczek and the Russian Aleksandr Yakovlevich Khinchin
working independently one of the other. In this case the result was not induced by a
technical need but was of academic interest.
Other interesting results, useful in some computer models, were those obtained by
Alan Cobham who analyzed the behaviour of a queuing system when there are
customers with different priorities. His initial work can be found in [4].

4 Performance Evaluation of Computers
The need of predicting the performance of computers obliged scientists and engineers
to develop new techniques and tools adapted to the new challenges.
4.1 Modelling
Although the initial step for tackling the problem of computer system performance
modelling was initially thought for modelling a computer system performance, the
pioneering works of Jackson [5] and Gordon and Newell [6] with the algorithmic
complement of Buzen [7] prepared the arrival of the work of Baskett, Chandy, Muntz
and Palacios [8] on product formnetworks. This work established a complete basis for
modelling the performance of a computer system allowing an analytical process, even
if the possibility of analytical processing was restricted by an important set of
conditions. This work was completed by the proposal of convenient algorithms like
those of Reiser and Kobayashi [9] and Reiser and Lavenberg [10].
In parallel with these works, Buzen y Denning [11], [12] developed a different
approach for tackling the same problem and arrived to similar numerical results; the
operational analysis. This approach has a more physical basis without the strong
mathematical and statistical conditions of the queuing network approach.
In order to facilitate the use of these results to engineers and researchers, several
tools were developed. Among them we can find BEST-1 developed by BGS, the
company created by J.P. Buzen, RESQ developed by IBM and QNAP2 developed by
INRIA.
In order to free the modelling process of the constraints of the product form
networks, a number of approximated methods were developed, like those of Courtois
[13], Marie [14], Gelenbe and Mitrani [15] and many others. Some of these
approximated algorithms were included in some of the previous tools.
Some of the above mentioned tools also included simulation capabilities to analyze
queuing network models not able to be processed by any other technique.
4.2 Benchmarking
However in many cases computer customers need to compare the computing capacity
of different systems. Initially this capacity was evaluated simply by the execution
time of a typical instruction, habitually the addition instruction. With the increasing
complexity of computer systems (clever architectures, sophisticated operating
systems, etc.) this simple comparison was no more valid. Computer customers
proposed the execution of a sample of their real workload on the different systems
they had to compare. Sophisticated techniques were developed to characterise the
system workload by a reduced number of programmes extracted from this workload.
The next step was to standardise these sets of programmes depending on the type
of workload we were interested in. The definition of these standards was reached by
consensus like in the case of LINPACK [16], a collection of Fortran subroutines that
analyze and solve linear equations and linear least-squares problems for the scientific

computation or established by organizations participated by computer manufacturers
and customers, like in the case of SPEC [17].
The first benchmarks proposed by SPEC were devoted to batch environments, then
the target was a conversational system and currently cover most of the typical
working environments of computer systems. An aspect particularly interesting is the
possibility of scaling the benchmarks in order to adapt the size to the particular needs
of the customer. Also SPEC organization publishes results of its benchmarks with
different sizes running over a variety of systems.

5 Performance Evaluation of Networks
When computers were no more able to work isolated the need of connection initially
with terminals and then with other computers appears. The complexity of the systems
increased and consequently the complexity of the tools and techniques used to
evaluate their performance.
5.1 Modelling
When the computers ran in an isolated way it was quite easy to build analytical
models able to be processed with the help of appropriated tools. However, with the
increasing of the networked systems complexity (based on wired or wireless LANs, or
in ad-hoc networks, or in sensor networks, etc.), frequently it was very hard to find an
enough accurate model for representing such systems and able to find the solution
analytically. Fortunately, the increasing computer speed allowed building simulation
models representing with enough accuracy the behaviour of the corresponding
systems and having the possibility of obtaining results with small enough confidence
intervals in computing times reasonably short.
Among the different simulation engines there two that are used very frequently:
OPNET [18] and ns-2 [19].
5.2 Benchmarking
In terms of standard benchmarks, and restricting our comments to SPEC [17], the
variety of benchmarks proposed by this institution has been increased to cover the
most typical systems including a network in their structure. To cover these needs
benchmarks for analyzing conversational systems, transactional systems, web systems
(an e-commerce sales systems), etc. have been developed and proposed to the
community of computer systems users.

6 New Performance Challenges of ICT Systems
The classical drivers of operational success at ICT have been always: Performance,
Dependability, Quality, Flexibility and Cost [59]. Some of them seem to be clearly
non-functional and other functional, but all five are closely related. In fact, the cost
has the key of selecting particular solutions at datacenters for the other four
operational drivers. Lately, other two drivers have been emerged as important as the
first four: Security (some authors included it into Dependability) and Energy
(classically included it in Cost). In Sections 2-5 we have overviewed the evolution,
just considering Performance, then considering Performance and Quality or
Performance and Dependability, and other combinations of operational drivers for
Performance Engineering and Performance Evaluation of software, hardware,
networks, etc. In last ten years, a lot of research effort has been put on Performance
and Security issues, but the issue of this paper is about the new opportunities in the
combination of Performance and Energy efficiency, which is part of Green ICT arena.
That is, most of old studies in Performance Evaluation were done with a single driver
in mind: Performance, but nowadays, there is a shift between this single objective to
the consideration of multiple, particularly, Performance and Energy.
Turning to the drivers of success, it is clear that taking only one of them usually
produce the detriment of some of the others. For example, maximizing the
performance may not guarantee quality of service or even do more inflexible a
particular solution, while maximizing security can reduce yields by overexposure to
controls, and these situations always increase the cost. Consequently, the challenge of
the new performance engineers is to find a balance among these factors. Similarly,
one of the challenges is to find the Green ICT energy efficiency acceptable
performance, i.e. the energy cost control while maintaining the performance necessary
for operation. In the next section, we try to explain the factors that can influence the
performance engineering and energy, and the opportunities offered by these factors
for research.

7 Green ICT and Performance
The prevailing international scientific opinion on climate change is that human
activities resulted in substantial global warming from the mid-20th century, and that
continued growth in greenhouse gas concentrations [48] caused by human-induced
emissions would generate high risks of dangerous climate change [32]. Even this
debate is controversial, what it is clear is that some human activities, as the use of
ICT, are producing huge greenhouse gases.
With the overall improvement in the quality of connections and the spread of the
wireless Internet, the web applications, easily updatable and often “in the cloud and
free”, are gaining ground rapidly to traditional software. But not only distributed
applications of cloud computing are growing, traditional web applications based on
client-server paradigm are also growing, despite the alleged gratuity of some popular
web applications.

Data center power consumption continues to grow at an alarming pace [37, 28].
There are five distinct industry segments accounting for most of a data center’s
energy-efficiency: (1) servers and storage systems, (2) power conditioning equipment,
(3) cooling and humidification systems, (4) networking equipment, and (5)
lighting/physical security. Therefore, sustainable data centers require the
multidisciplinary collaboration of mechanical engineers, electrical engineers,
computer scientists, and others. Particularly, the hardware infrastructure of the data
center consists of hundreds (or thousands) of servers hosting revenue-generating
services, interconnected with each other and the outside world via networking
equipment, and relying on storage devices for persistent data. These hardware
elements are managed by a datacenter-wide software stack that spans the platforms
and virtualization layers [50].
On one hand, data centers that host web applications and user files are huge
warehouses with a lot of servers, additional electronic equipment and complex
cooling systems. While computers, mobile phones and telecommunications networks
are today primarily responsible for energy consumption, energy spending caused by
data centers that maintain the quality of internet services in operation is growing
faster. But giving more capacity to data centers usually means more servers and
consequently all five factors mentioned above consume more energy [51].
On the other hand, Performance engineering is the set of roles, skills, activities,
practices, tools, and deliverables applied at every phase of the Systems Development
Lifecycle, which ensures that a solution will be designed and implemented to meet
performance requirements [44]. The increasing number of Internet users and systems
connected to it, especially due to the popularization of applications and Web-based
services, produces continuously capacity problems. In these growing web systems, if
no action is taken, a loss in quality of service is produced and, ultimately, worsens the
performance of any web application. Additionally, this growth of web systems, may
be in a slightly irregular shape and unplanned in most cases, due to time-to-market
pressures [46]. Variables that could be affected by these changes in system workload
are those perceived by the user and that constitute the quality of service (Quality of
Service, QoS, among which is singular importance, the response time) as those need
to know the server's responsibility to provide quality of service desired (which shall
include the use, overhead and the throughput) [56]. The performance improvement of
these services can be done at different layers, from server side to applications, from
network protocol to routing, etc. [45], [47]. When even the techniques of performance
and modelling of web-based computer systems and distributed has not reached a
sufficiently scientific mature, a new challenge directly related to this branch of
research emerges: the relationship between performance and energy cost is i.e., the
energy efficiency of systems; this section is aimed by these combination of two topics
and the future challenges for performance engineers due to this combination.
7.2 State of the art
The solutions to achieve better energy efficiency in sharing distributed resources
will address different topics. The first is at the computer architecture level, techniques

have been proposed to reduce processor energy usage through multi-core processors
[34], designing energy proportional hardware [20], and increasing the number of
performance and sleep states [41]. Benchmarking techniques to quantify the energy
costs of different computer architectures have been proposed [48].
Even though, the current possibilities of on-the-fly adaptation of the underlying
hardware behaviour will be studied: for instance even it is possible to decrease the
voltage of the processors to slow them down and save energy, there will be the need
to characterize the electrical consumption of the systems, as a function of the
workload of the system. This implies first to have a means to measure or estimate the
energy consumption volume (by actual power-consumption measurement
equipments), and then to model the behaviour of the computations related to the
obtained performances. However, the price to be paid is reducing the system
components longevity. Actions have to be taken at different levels of decision to
improve the energy-efficiency of the distributed web servers:
• At the networking level, the idea would be to decrease the overall usage of the
network. For instance, moving large amount of data will operate on routes
consuming less energy and the placement of the data (or the replication of the
data) will be optimized to minimize the equipment usage; complementarily,
approaches to minimizing the time to transfer the data, and to reducing the data to
be transmitted (e.g., by using forecasting techniques) will be investigated.
The performance forecasting for several network layers [31], [39] should provide
some skills performance and power tools development in order to know how
applications are using the network.
• At the server level, in order to maximize energy efficiency, whether in a single
system or over an ensemble of systems, users and data center operators need to
understand the relationship between resource usage and system-level power
consumption. This understanding enables such optimizations as consolidating
workloads on as few machines as possible and turning others off [22], [25], [35],
since current hardware is highly inefficient at low utilization [20]. While several
types of full-system power models have been proposed, often in the context of
enabling a particular optimization, they have not been systematically compared
over a variety of software workloads and hardware platforms.
Performance engineering will contribute to these efforts building several power
models for servers executing web different workloads in extensive studies
including regression models and also simulation. Other techniques include multiserver power coordination [43], hard disk spin-down [40], synchronization aware
multithreading [42], and compiler driven optimizations [49].
Another interesting issue is server virtualization, where hardware elements are
managed by a datacenter-wide software stack that spans the platforms and
virtualization layers. However, adding a new software layer also adds additional
overhead and risk of over utilization of hardware with clear consequences in
energy but also savings.
Performance engineers will also study how performance and energy varies with
virtualization of servers in comparison with the non-virtual ones.
• At the application level, context awareness of the applications should be favored:
it aims at developing applications that are aware of the power state of the
computers and the currently set power policy, such that they are tuned

appropriately, and respond to changes dynamically [38]. Developing energy-aware
data mining techniques will support energy efficiency at the applications level. For
instance, clustering/classifying of data sources, identifying usage patterns and
cluster users will help to decrease the energy consumed in the network. This last
level is very attractive to performance research for several reasons. First, this layer
has the most information on the actual user impact of performance and energy
tradeoffs, enabling more aggressive performance sacrifice in unimportant areas
compared to lower layer techniques. For instance, an application may throttle
processor frequency to the minimum value required to satisfy user perceptible
delay behavior. Second, application specific optimizations can be made at this
layer such as changing the algorithm used, accuracy of computation (e.g. changing
from double precision to single), or quality of service provided [29]. Third, energy
usage at the application layer may be made dynamic [27]. For instance, an
application hosted in a data center may decide to turn off certain low utility
features if the energy budget is being exceeded, and an application on a mobile
device may reduce its display quality [30] when battery is low. This is different
from system layer techniques that may have to throttle the throughput resulting in
users being denied service.
7.2 Some green ICT research challenges for performance engineering
Many of the current green performance activities represent isolated optimizations;
others attempt to standardize approaches and solutions and to promote a common
understanding of the issues and complexities. While recognizing their vital
importance, the literature is replete with such solutions and experiences. The new
challenges will be how to reduce power consumption in a collaborative manner not
only as individual efforts on devices but holding an optimal quality of service.
These new performance challenges will propose realistic energy-efficient alternate
models and also study new solutions for benchmarks. While much effort is nowadays
put into hardware specific solutions to lower energy consumptions, the need for a
complementary approach is necessary from the application viewpoint. Performance
Engineering will characterize the energy consumption and energy efficiencies of
applications at servers. Then based on the current hardware adaptation possibilities
and interconnection networks, performance engineers will characterize the trade-off
between energy savings and functional and non-functional parameters, particularly
the web system performance. Most of the current effort consists of building
performance and power models for servers from standard benchmarking,
subsequently deriving new simulation engines to derive performance and energy
results and finally propose a new benchmark models for servers taking into account
energy issues.
For this reason, we propose an incomplete list of Green ICT performance topics
putting together computing technologies, networking, optimization, and their
performance evaluation and power issues. Our proposed research opportunities list
focuses on several integrated energy and ICT related issues, from simulation to
software applications, from networking to data centres, from performance engineering

to consumption models, etc. trying to transit from research on only ICT functional
issues to green ICT considerations, together.
The current open list of research topics can be started with the first volume of
results in COST IC0804 [58], where there are included the results of this European
action. However, our position is that there are research issues very appealing for the
performance and power research advance. Here there is our open and incomplete list:
 Energy consumption/performance models: models and tools where system
administrator concerns about energy-efficiency of ICT usage are considered
together with performance.
 New simulation and benchmarking and monitoring engines considering devices,
networks and their corresponding energy consumption
 Energy Efficient Computing Centres: this will be addressed at different levels,
i.e. at a data centre level, workload and server management, respectively.
 Energy Efficient Networks: at multiple levels, including networking devices,
communication and control protocols, network architectures design, and network
performance.
 Green Software Design: considering the compiler level on algorithmic and data
structures optimizations for grid systems. Also, at application level to investigate
what are the key aspects in the applications that specifies the performance
requirements/power consumption that user expects from those services
 Design for Energy Awareness: empowering social in their use of products and
services by increasing visibility of energy choices during operation.
 ICT Management Green Metrics: indicators of performance/energy from data
centre monitoring to ICT governance/management
 Power-aware middleware for data centres: more intelligent power management
for virtualised machines, power-aware virtualisation and benchmarking.
 Power-efficient routing: design of packet classifiers for high speed and low
power consumption.
 Energy-efficient bandwidth allocation: making minimum consumption of energy
resources in network equipment.
 Energy and distributed computing: placement of mobile agents, workload
placement, virtual machine migration, P2P resource allocation, etc, providing
means to develop energy-aware allocation strategies.
 Eco Data Base Management Systems: managing the energy consumed during
query processing and considering query aggregation in workload.
 Energy-Efficient algorithms: Dynamic Speed scaling and power-down client
integration but holding resilience of systems.
 Dynamic performance management: programming models for the cloud rely on
the use of tasks scheduled across large data centres, taking advantage of the
parallelism/performance and power.
 Etc.
For sure that there are many more, in fact, all performance engineering issues are
directly or indirectly related to power consumption, so that we may select almost
every performance issue to be studied from the energy-efficiency viewpoint. Thus, we
may review the performance engineering research from the very beginning but now
considering power consumption as a primary factor for the new Systems
Development Lifecycle.

8 Conclusions
Performance evaluation concept has evolved along with he changes experienced by
the changes in the technology: hardware, software and networks, and in the goals of
the end users with respect to the systems they were using.
We have overviewed the evolution, just considering Performance evaluation, then
considering other engineering factors as Performance and Quality or Performance and
Dependability, and other combinations of operational drivers for Performance
Engineering of software, hardware, networks, etc. In last ten years, a lot of research
effort has been put on Performance and these new issues, but the topic of this paper is
about the new opportunities in the combination of Performance and Energy
efficiency, which is part of Green ICT arena. That is, most of old studies in
Performance Evaluation were done with a single driver in mind: Performance but
nowadays, there is a shift between this single objective to the consideration of
multiple, particularly, Performance and Energy. We have seen how the tools and
techniques used to evaluate or predict the computer performance have evolved and
the new challenges derived from Green ICT will oblige to find new tools and
techniques addressed to overcome the current challenges as they are suggested in the
last part of this paper.
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